Disrupting Whiteness: Stanford University

Vision:
@Stanford: Racial justice requires the intentional education about things that we, as white people, aren’t required to learn about: stuff like white privilege, global history of colonization, & how to even talk about all this in the first place. White students can & should do a lot more than we currently do in when it comes to race education and anti-racist action. We like to talk a big game about “making our impact on the world” but it’s vital that white students go out into said world with a critical mindset for racial justice. Disrupting Whiteness envisions a Stanford campus where all students learn about how white supremacy functions in society today, and how to combat it institutionally and individually.

Mission:
The purpose of Disrupting Whiteness is to get more white students to learn about, discuss, and educate others about whiteness. Disrupting Whiteness aims to equip students with the rhetorical and action-based tools to combat racism in their daily lives. A core principle of Disrupting Whiteness is that white students must step up to educate themselves and those around them. While not exclusively for white people, Disrupting Whiteness holds as a core tenet the idea that a burden of education should not fall on people of color. We host discussion groups, organize on campus, maintain online forums for sharing information, and more. Our group is in constant growth, so we encourage you to get involved.

What We Offer:
Join our mailing list:
https://mailman.stanford.edu/mailman/listinfo/disrupting_whiteness
Wondering about something? Submit questions to our anonymous “Ask Annie”:
https://goo.gl/forms/c1Hky1ySP2KSYQm1
Request a workshop for your dorm/community:
https://goo.gl/forms/qcXAenZ8Uw0nEooF2
Join our Core:
https://goo.gl/forms/i8nQROT4GVeXj7793
Like our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/disruptingwhitenessSU/